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AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS – PEOPLE & TECHNOLOGIES
NEXXUS Aerospace Ltd. ensures Value and
Accountability

through

compliant

planning,

scheduling, supervision, documentation and
oversight of every phase of operations. Our
support services include pilots, instruction,
mentoring, flight attendants, full crews, client
crew augmentation, and more.

Safety is the

utmost priority for NEXXUS Aerospace Ltd.,
which allows no shortcuts and compromises.
We offer flight crew support with exceptional service, safety, and customer satisfaction.
We ensure full Operational Control through Planning, scheduling, supervision, documentation
and oversight in compliance with international standards. And guarantee complete financial
transparency, with open audits.
NEXXUS Aerospace Ltd technical support services are designed for ensuring the success of all
technical and human aspects of business aircraft and helicopter acquisition, sale, ownership
or operation by management of the process or assisting/enhancing existing teams
NEXXUS Aerospace Ltd. Pilot Support Services ensure that a highly-qualified, well-trained and
of course correctly paid crew is the best safety measure. High quality requirements go for all
staff members including cabin personnel. NEXXUS Aerospace Ltd. and its partners ensure a
broad portfolio of recruitment and HR management services for business aviation. Pilots,
technicians and flight coordinators are recruited, selected, qualified and trained to highest
standards
Pilots are carefully selected and assessed among the most qualified and experienced in the
market. For each type of aircraft they are to fly they are licensed, and trained, many times by
the manufacturer’s specific programs. They must have a minimum of 2,000 to 3000 hours
flight experience. Crews receive ongoing training
Our services can include Owner/Pilot Training and Mentoring, New or Used Aircraft Acceptance Evaluation, Aircraft Test Flights, and International Operations Familiarization
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NEXXUS Aerospace Ltd. ensures through its network flight crew support with exceptional service, safety, and customer satisfaction. Services include pilots, instruction, mentoring, flight
attendants, full crews, client crew augmentation, aircraft delivery, and more.

Flight Planning, Arrival and Departure
On Business Aviation Airports, Flight Operations personnel provide crews with weather and
airport briefings and assist with flight planning, airways slots and all necessary operational
details. There are different groups of users at any airport and they use specific flight routes
eg. fixed wing jets and helicopters. The starting and landing routes depend upon weather
conditions, runways in use and the prevailing wind. Arriving business aircrafts generally are
using their instrument landing system (ILS).

